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INTRODUCTION
 

The Masal Project has completed its course and is
 

being phased out. A new village Development Project will
 

be starting soon anc it will have a water component. This
 

report is written in the hopes that a hydrogeologist will
 

be a member of that project for its duration, that he will
 

be provided with the proper equipment to do his work, and
 

that he will be encouraged to continue the collection of
 

basic data, the preparation of hydrogeologic maps, the
 

logging of boreholes, and the creation of an office for
 

ground-water investigation.
 

Any criticisms are intendcd solely to be XIpful and
 

to prevent as far as possible those things which might
 

prove harmful to the new project and to indicate avenues
 

by which future hydrogeologic work can be most productive.
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ASSIGNHENT
 

Dates of Contract (with 2I months extension):
 
16 February 1977 to 30 April 1979
 

Job descrirtion for Ground-water Hydrogcologistt
 
(given in Contract No. AID/afr-C-1279)
 

The hydrogeologist will be responsible to the Chief

of Party for carrying out field investigations to detcrmine
 

ground-water potential within the Ranching Association
 

areas. 
 In close day-to-day coordination with the Water
 

Development Specialist, Heavy Equipment Specialist, and the
 

Well Driller, he will:
 

a. Work with his lanzanian counterparts in conducting 

such gcological surveys as arc rcquired to deter

mine the ground-water potential within the Ranching 

Association arcas. 

b. Determine in cooperation with the Range Management, 

Well Driller, and Water Devolopment Specialists the 

sites where drilling is required for the development 

of water in support of the range management plans 

developed for cach management unit. 

c. Liaise with the other Tanzanian Government agencies 

whose re.sourccs arc necessary to support the project's 

hydrogeological program, including the Geological 

Survey Dcpartment. 

d. Compile data on ground-water potential for the deve

lopmcnt of an overall master plan for water devulopmant 

in Arusha Rcgion, first for thL Ranching Association 

areas, next for the other parts of Masailaad, and 

finally, if feasible, for the othuz districts of the 

Arusha Region. 
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS
 

Work Related to Job Description
 

applied to me
 
ItLr "a" of my job description never 


and Ranching Associations
 because I had no coanterpartb) 


were inactive. The day I arrived 
in Arusha my "counterpart"
 

When he returned hu was 
went on leave for a month. 
so
 

for four years of
 
busily engaged in preparing to 

leave 


that we had no opportunity
 
hydrogeology training in thu 

U.S. 


so
 
No other counterpart was provided 
to work together. 


I had no opportunity to train anyone to carry on my 
work.
 

Also, thu concept of ranching 
associations had been replaced
 

by that of Ujamaa Villages.
 

Under item "b" I made several 
safaris with Mr. Martin
 

and Mr. Booth,Range Management 
and Water Development Speci

alists, to evaluatc areas as 
to typo of wator development
 

Rang. man-gemcnt plans never 
developed sufficiently
 

needed. 


to require locations of boruholes as water 
points.
 

I wanted to contact Maji personnel 
in
 

Under "c", 


Dar es Salaam, and Profussors 
in the Geology and Geography
 

Departments at thc University 
of Dar us Salaam when I
 

arrived in thu country. To my surprise I wan denied
 

town to Arusha in less
 
that opportunity and rushed 

out of 


During visits to Dodoma I have had contact
 
than 24 hours. 


with the Office of Chief Geophysicist 
and gathered Loruholu
 

I found they arc equipped and
 data from their files. 




and staffed to make electrical resistivity surveys so
 

I turned ovcr the project geophysical equipment to them
 

and called on 
them when such ficld surveys were required.
 

Under "d", 
I heard from several sources that the
 

Government of Tanzania had requested the United States
 

to prepare a master water plan for Arusha Region but 
I
 

was aever able 
to get any USAID official to confirm this
 

or provide mu with USAID official view regarding such
 

work. 
Ellis Gordon and O'Rourke had each spent 3 months
 

in Arusha preparing a project proposal for a water and
 

soil project. fir. 
 Gordon, before I lit the U.S. furnished
 

me a copy of a letter from the V'aji Principal Secretary
 

Mr. Lwegarulilla in which he requested the U.S. 
to delete
 

the soil aspects of the proposal but I could never 
find
 

if any reply to this request was ever sent.
 

Essentially all of my uffort during my tour has been
 

spent in gathering and analyzing data to be able 
to deter

mine the ground,water potential both for specifIc sites
 

where boreholus might bt needed and 
for Kituto District.
 

I realized that the span of 
two yearn would permit only
 

the preparation of one detailed ruport along with compilation
 

of data for the 
region. This rentriction to Xiteto District
 

was done on my initiative so that I would be nblu to leave
 

something in print to establish the value of hydrogoological
 

work.
 



Methods for determinina location
 

Even though Tanzania is blessed by having an excellent
 

set of 1;50,000 topographic maps, it is mighty hard during
 

most safaris to know where one is. One method is to use
 

the car odometer and measure the distance covered along the
 

road taken as shown on the map. With the new drought
 

roads being major routes for project travel, that method
 

becomes difficult because the roads are too new to appear
 

on the maps, and the odometer on my jeep underregistered
 

by 14 percent.
 

Resection on laying the maps on a flat surface and
 

orienting so that lines from each feature intersect at
 

the point on the map where you are is next to impossible.
 

There is no flat place or plane table on which to lay the
 

map(s) and if there were, the wind is strong enough that
 

the maps would not stay where you want them. To bypass this
 

problem I devcloped a calculator proqramn to determine
 

mathematically grid coordirates by resection. Three or
 

more compass azimuths are used with the grid coordinates
 

of the points sighted. These are substituted into the
 

point-slope equation of a line. The determinant of the
 

equations for two lines is then solved to give the location
 

of the point fror, which the azimuths were observed.
 

Another calculator program was developed to pcrmit
 

rapid calculation of latitude and longitude for any point
 

on a 1:50,000 Arusha IRerlon topographic map. Only three
 

itums are nuedL,:. map number, tho distnncc on the map from
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the top to the point and the distancL from the west edge
 

to the point. This program was used :o calculate geographic
 

coordinates for borcholes and for watcr points sampled for
 

chemical analyses. The nced for such a program resulted
 

from extremely poor location data and from maps so genera

lized that boreholcs were shown in the wrong quadrangle.
 

An attempt was made to write a pro-ram to convert
 

latitude and longitude to Universal Trarsverse Mercator
 

grid coordinates and vice verbs. This aould give a rapid
 

check to make sure that both determinations agreed.
 

Unfortunately I never was able to get th:s operational, but
 

it is still worth doing.
 

Office files 

The map filcs are in far bettor shapa than when I 

took over. Where n~cdud,mapa have been ordered to complete 

coverage for Arusha Region. A master file contains one 

copy of each topoqraphic map for officeu ust in recording 

borehole, spring, dam, etc. locations. Other drawers 

contain maps for field usL or in needed. All mipc havQ 

boon trimmad to fit in the drawern, aru filed In numerical 

order and hav( ruen inventoried. -

The air phntofi arc filud in ordur b flight number. 

The flight number antl photo numbtjrs have been put on an 

index map showing which photos fall in oach map quadrangle. 
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An alphabtical list of boreholes whiich was prepared 
and distributed has proven V41Y."o'du. -A tab~le of borehole 
data was also compied and made available to the Regional 
Water Engincor and several coLutints, ithas been grati
fying to ace those items used frequently during my meeting 
with him and by those seeking basic data. 

Chemical analyses have been assembled 6nd zeitibulated 
) 	 by district. These have been of great help in answering 

requests and have been used by several consultants. 

The chemical analysis 	data~proved to be difficult to 

use because analyses 	were repoitid .ovarying nuibers of 
significant figures* 	 W~hile compiling, I tabulated each 
constituent to only those val ie6 Aat could be significant. 
This makas the resulting table fkif easier to use and make 
the differences and s~ailartkd' hesert pt 

Because Tanbania ham offidiajiy~dpc the metric 

aerpotdaL MY 
Previously spucifio capacity,&a more meaningful measuremn 
than yield, h'is not been calculated for Tanvania 
borehelos. To nako specific capacity dirnctly 
ccnqjztablo with transitissivityo I have reported both in the 
same set of units, cubic meters per-day per metor of 

system,~ ~ ~ 	 y&u t in metric units, 

drawdown, which reduces to moters squared per day(m 2day NJ)0 
for borehole datn, I have given both the english unit in 
which the data were collected, and the metric conversion* 
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This pormits the dita to bc used in either system and 

makes it c.-icr tc check if data have bon correctly 

transCr il,.d. 

DEcausc one is faced with so many conversions going
 

from enqlish to mLtric and vice versa, I have compiled a
 

tablu of conversion factors useful in hydrogcologic work.
 

Thu format is new Ibut hopefully is easily understood and
 

used.
 

Aquifer hydraulics
 

A riajor accomplishment in Tanzania has bcun the 

devulopmunt of a program to calculate transmissivity from 

drawdown muasurt:d in - pumpld borchole. In the Unitod 

States, transmissivity is abrost always calculated from 

a pumping tLst using cbservation wells. When I found how 

difficult ind (x)pknliv. it is ro drill ]ust onc borehole 

in Tanzania, I reallzud that observation wells are probably
 

an unaffordabl,2 luxury beth here and in other duveloping 

countriiis. fly m;thcd requires the use if a rather sophis

ticated calculator (tither a Hewlett-Packard hP-67 or 1iP-97) 

but I am so prcud of my program I will be glad to calculate 

tranaminnivity for anyone In Tanzania who sends mL thu data 

nLe,..d to rak(. the calcuiation (borehole diameter, yield, 

drawdown and length of pumping at time drrwdown wan muaurud). 

Once trnnnminnivity is known a widu range of hydrologic 

pL,jhvmn can 1h. nolvtd. For uyvinplu. 



Quantity of ground-wator (Q)is mcsurbd by
 

multiply 4nq Trananissivity (T) by gradint (I)
 

by length (L)
 

Q - TIL 

I using transmisalvitiLs the.t I hav calcula tod, I have 

ostimatud thu innual ratL cf oround-water r4chargu in 

Kiteto District, grcund-water flow that dischargus into
 

Pangani Rivur,qroundwatur availabis. fcr dcvcLopmnt in
 

Kitctc istrict: .nd groundwatur flo'i ntc Makami DLprssion.
 

Transmissivity cin alsG LL used to predict watr-table 

bu Ctausd by varicus rates of pumping,declinL that would 


minimun spacing ,f bcrulnoluS to prLVunt Mutusl inturferunco,
 

and best suttin9 f r ,a pump.
 

I havi cf mpir~d r.sultn of my mthudn with thosa fron 

o.laboratu published tcsts ttnd find surprisingly close 

advanceagreumunt. This In~kLU MO beliCvL I have made a major 

that will Lu especiallyin ground-watur hydraulics and onu 


useful in dt-vwl(-'ing cruntrius. 

'i5cu llanLGUn 

Writtun borLhclu sit. evaluations wLre prepared for 

14 lo=zaticns. D[i 1 cuttings were legged for thu new boru

holes. An uloctric luoi wns run in the borcholt. at Ngwiso. 

Numrous visits wur, madu to ovaluato ground-water posibi

litp *1. 

During a laru part of my tour 4 was in charge of tho 

drilling lrogrnm and I am amazed that I was not cnly able 
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to discharge that responsibility but simultaneously maintain
 

active hydrogeologicAl invostigations. Elsewhere under
 

similar conditions, I have observed the drilling program
 

consume so much time and cffort that relatively nothing
 

could be accomplished on ground-water studios.
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ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONS
 

Hotount!
 

My main contact in the Government of Tanzania has
 

been the Regional Water Engineer for Arusha Rugion,
 

Mr. S.G. Hassanali. The support I havu received from
 

him has been excullent. fie has coordinated the drilling
 

requests and developed a sensible, logical program into
 

which it has boon both easy and enjoyable to fit my
 

efforts. Political decisions from time to time changed
 

priorities but these produced little if any disruption
 

in my work.
 

Even though I was brought to Arusha to make hydrogeo

logical surveys, no funds were provided specifically for
 

this purpose. Noith r AID nor GOT had a fund that I
 

could draw upon for work that involved anyone other
 

than myself.
 

USAID
 

Perhaps my groatest frustrations resulted from ctione
 

and inactions within USAID. An AID employee accompanied
 

me to got ny air freight and much to my surprise told mu
 

how much I had to bribe each otfica/person in order to
 

got my propirty.
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AID did not allow me to make any professional contacts 

in Dar us Salaam upon my arrival in Tanzania. In fact 

I was told that the one man whom I asked to muct was a 

nobedy and I would be wastin my time. It turned out 

that that uvaluation could not havu been moru ong. 

Shortly after my arrival In Arush ar AID Official 

requested members of thL Masai tua. to suLmJt orders of
 

cquipmunt nouded. I suLittcd my list and waited and 

waited. After a year and i half I recuived one item. 

I still do not know if the others wcrc ever orderod.
 

Some of my w rk activitis never could bu undurtaken
 

because the equipmunt I orderud and noeded never was
 

received. For uxamplu, because of no tape&, no depths
 

to water could be measured.
 

P.per th t wil ,r'r-1 f(r a USAID purchased cupying 

machine never was rcceived. The machine has sat unused 

in the office for two years because the paper order was 

nuvar processed. Items ordered by peuple unfamiliar 

aithur with tIo uquipmunt or with hydroqtioloqy was 

unusable for projuct work whun it did arrive. 

My contract had no allowanco for transport of 

professicnal uquipmont and rufvroncu hoWok.. Without the 

equipmvnt and b'',,k* I brought with no, I vould have boon 

unAblu to Accomplish ;nry w,,rk of a hydrof'qologic natur,. 

T.hings I brotuqht which weru nut proviucd otherwise 

included a brunton compass, ptojraummbla calculators, 
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logarithmic and somilogarithmic graph paper, camera,
 

binoculars, boxwood rulers proportional dividers, pencils,
 

pens, triangles, microscope light, paporcuttcr, stapler,
 

paper punch, but most important of all, my reference
 

books. These caused my shipment to be overweight but
 

I had to pay $700 transportation even though these were
 

essential for my work.
 

Through an unfortunate chain of events neither any

one from AID nor anyone from the project mot me on my
 

arrival either in Dar es Salaam or at Kilimanjaro Inter

national Airport.
 

Contractor
 

The Near East Foundation and Dr. Loowenstein have
 

handled all matters cxpeditiously and with great attention
 

to details. The relations hive boon extremely cordial
 

and it has been a joy to be employed by such a fine
 

organization and to work with such remarkable individuals.
 

Project Team
 

The men with whom I have boon associated on the
 

Masai Project are as fine a group as any with whom I
 

have ever worked. It has boon a privilago and a
 

pleasure to have been associated with them.
 

After writing that I would like to point out one
 

problem. The project documents define goals so nebulously
 

that progress toward them is difficult to measure and
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and even methods to aim the team towards the goals
 

are unclear. I feel that if the team had been asked
 

to do so, it could have hammered..ut,4oals that were
 

realizable, practical, and tcward. which measurzable
 

progress could have been made. Furthermore, through
 

team planning we could have forged interdisciplinary links
 

* to. accomplish things as a team that would have transcended 

hose that we'have bebn able to 4cqqp)1±eh as individls. 

Personal tvalunt~en
 

The. resultathat I achieved during my two-year tour
I 

amaza me for they show that I have been..singularly 

productive. Much of my time and effort went into
 

developing methoCology suited to the needs of Tanzania.
 

Included in methodology was deyeloping and w .
 

programs that enabled me to maximize my production and
 

minimize the time needed for otherwise time-consuming 

calculations. One such program not mentioned ebewhere 

in this report converts water-analysis data from milli

grams pdr liter (m/l.or ppm)to milliequivalents per 

liter (ME/L), totals the anions and cations, and calculates 

the content by percent for each of seven major constituents. 

This and similar programs made it possible to accompliBs 

as much as I did. 
p. 

The report that I have prepared on Kiteto District
 

not only cescribes the hy'rogeology but in-ludoq dencripton 

of the methods used so that it willbe easier for someone 

to pick up where I had to leave off due to time constraints. 



Prior to my arrival, the work of my predecessor had
 

been remarkably restricted. He was expected to make
 

specific borehole site selections based solely on a
 

field visit plus an electrical resistivity survey and
 

be used as a driller the rest of his time.
 

The work I have done has broadened that perspective
 

to include:
 

(1) compilation and analysis of existing hydrogeologic
 

data,
 

(2) logging of borehole cuttings,
 

(3) electric logging of boreholes,
 

(4)making accurate pumping tests and analyzing
 

the data,
 

(5)preparation of water-level contour maps,
 

(6)compilation and interpretation of chemical
 

analyses of water, and
 

on~project investigations.
(7)writing of report 


Even though I have had no counterparts, no funds
 

to support field investigations, and lacked equipment,
 

I feel that my two years have been remarkable productive,
 

enjoyable, and a proof that further hydrogeologic work
 

can be fruitful in furthering the aims of the host
 

country. Basic hydrogeologic work such as I have
 

started can show where maximum numbers of people and
 

For a country with
stock can be watered at minimum cost. 


limited resources such a program can pay for itself by
 

showing where watur can be developed economically and by
 

warning where drilling will be costly and/or unproductive.
 



RECOMMENDATIONS
 

Training
 

During my tour here I have regretted having no one
 

to work with, either as a counterpart or as ad employee.
 

I tried ineffectually to get my assigned counterpart's
 

training in the United States postponed so that he would
 

have some practical field experience prior to starting
 

college work in hydrogeology. I failed in that but I
 

did succeed in making certain that he was shifted from
 

Agricultural Lngincering, in which he was enrolled, to
 

hydrogeology for which he had been sent.
 

While working for AID in Libya I had been singularly
 

successful in establishing a ground-water office, training
 

about 14 people, providing equipment and office space,
 

and in placing the unit within the Government so that
 

it has continued to operate effectively, even after expatriate
 

My aim in coming to Tanzania
personnel have long been gone. 


was to make similar progress in establishing nydrogeological
 

studies.
 

Here in Tanzania there is a dearth of trained
 

personnel. The situation is so bad that counterpart are
 

not available. Looking back, I wonder if it would have
 

been possible to set up a cooperative proqram with the
 

University of Dai es Salaam whereby a student would spend
 

3 months, 6 months or a year with the project and then
 

return to schcol while another dropped out to work with
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the project. This would provide students wi.h the much
 

needed feel for applying theory to problems in the field
 

and for how field problems can be solved with the help
 

of theory. For encouraging and supporting undergraduate
 

training this arrangement might be far more productivL
 

than sending participants to the United States for under

graduate degrees. Also those who participate in such a
 

cooperative program could be prcvided the incentive to
 

do their best by assuring them that if thby do well both
 

academically and on the job, they will be considered for
 

graduate work abroad.
 

Stateside Contacts
 

The U.S. Congress has put a coiling on the number
 

of employees that can be on the rolls of the Federal
 

This has made Federal Agencies reluctant
Government. 


to loan personnel to other Agencies. Also AID seems to
 

be reluctant to utilize the expertise or backstopping
 

that could be provided by agencies. In my case, I
 

feel it would have been highly advantageous to have had
 

some form of backstopping from tie U.S. Ceclogical Survey
 

provided officially by USAID. .4any of the problems could
 

be solved much more efficiently if one could call upon
 

the services of such an organization. When a professional
 

is sent abroad h needs to be able to do those things
 

which are most important. If he has to work as an
 

individual unable to contact organizations with expertise
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in his field ht is forced to waste his time reinventing
 

the wheel, 'hat is redoing things which have been done
 

before elsewhere. I have received some help from the
 

Office of Internaticnal Activities in the U.S. Geological
 

Survey on a perscnal basis. I was told that because
 

they received no support for backstopping that there
 

was a limit to which they could help ire.
 

If AID were to engage in any formal activities
 

related to a master water plan for Arusha Region, it
 

is imperative that some provisions be made that those
 

working on the project Le backstopped by thr U.S.
 

Geological Survey.
 

Well drilling is fequently an activity of AID
 

programs and it always seems to engender problems.
 

Perhaps a consultant should be brought into advise on
 

how to. set up an effective organization for drilling,
 

equip it properly, and train personnlo. A person who
 

would be sufficiently knowledgable is Dr. Jay H. Lehr,
 

executive secretary, National Water Will Association, 500 W.
 

Wilson Bridge Rd, Suite 130, Columbus Ohio 43085. He is
 

co-author of Water Well Technology, the only book to review
 

all current drilling methods. I feel that he could give
 

some pertinent advice to stiur the drilling program towards
 

more fruitful production. A few days hcru on TDY might
 

be well worth Lhu cost.
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Equipment
 

Upon taking the post of hydrogeologist, I found
 

equipment much of which was unusable. A Laupold and
 

Stevens wator-level recorder had been rurchased without
 

parts essential for its opcration. It came with just
 

one chart when many would be needed for any use at all.
 

There was no beaded cable, no float, and no counter weight.
 

Having the instrument without these items is like buying
 

a car without any wheels.
 

A Belmont water-level rucorder is a make that I
 

have never seen used by U.S. Agencies and I feel it is
 

a mistake to saddle a professional oversees with off

brand products that use up precious time learning how
 

to make them operate. This particular one has an
 

electric drive which does not 
function aiid which cannot
 

be repaired locally.
 

A small size portable seismograph had been purchased
 

to operate in tandem with a truck drawn thumper. This
 

a sledge hammer to
combination is analagous to using 


drive a tack.
 

My experience has been that it is false economy to
 

ordcr things from surplus property lists. Spares are not
 

to be nonstandard, unusable,
available and much proves 


or unrepairablo.
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Econvmics
 

The rate of bcrehcle ccmpleticn has been very slow,
 

but one of the consolations has been knowing that the
 

country could not afford a rapid rate. Fach borehole now
 

costs around 123,000/-, headworks cr!,ts anothur 13b,000/-,
 

and the cost of an operator and fui.l abcut 5,OuO/- per
 

year. If boruholes had been cUmpItLd -it the rate of
 

one a week, well within thL capability of the Lquipment,
 

the GOT would have had to budget about 6,000,000/-. With
 

funds appropriated of only 250,000/- one appreciates
 

what a financial strain "succLss" wruld have causudl
 

Driller Training
 

Local drillers have never been exposed to efficient
 

drilling operations. While ins Libya I sent three drillurs
 

to the United States for training arranged by the U.S.
 

Geological Survey with American drillers. They returned
 

to Libya and bucamL far more offective that they had been
 

previously.
 

Transport
 

For a project to be successful in a country whore
 

distances are great and roads are wretched, adequatu
 

transport in essential. Supplying transport only for
 

American pursonnel in not enough. To solve this prcblem
 

requires some new approaches.
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needs the item shculd be informed immediately (not
 

6 months later as I was). Adequate and safe storage
 

space should be provided. rilferage should be prevented,
 

items should bc issued formally so that responsibility
 

and accountability can b checked. There should also
 

be planning regarding thL proper dispo-al of project
 

equipment.
 

Sample Library for borehole cuttings
 

At Dodcma, cuttings from boreholes drilled over
 

40 years arc stored awaiting study. Simultaneously
 

with logging thusa, they need to be cut, filed in well
 

marked envelope:, and stored in boxes. In other ',ords
 

a sample library needs to be organized and established
 

in conjunction vith lo~ging of the cuttings.
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SIGNIFICANT RESULTS
 

The Makami Depression in Kitctu District is an
 

area whore water is needed badly. Boreholes drilled in
 

the depression encountered vater twice as salty as ocean
 

water. Becausu dug wells yield somt fresh water, a
 

mobile auger was sent to drill a hole to only a few tons
 

of feet and a static level of 47 feet. This indicates
 

that a lens of fcsh water vurlies the salt water and
 

that with reasonable development it can be a valuable
 

water supply for humans and stock.
 

At Ngwiao in t~onduli District near the Tanzania-


Kenya border town of Namanga, a borehole site was picked
 

where ground-watcr flow is funneled through a valley cut
 

through a range of bedrock hills. Three unproductive
 

bcreholes had been drilled previously but at the new
 

sitc a good yielding burehole has been drilled. A
 

pumping test qives a yield of 4500 gph with a draw

down of 2 feet. This indicates a specific capacity
 

"1
of 750 m2 day , 16 times greater than for any borehole
 

previously tested in Monduli District.
 

Three attempts to drill a borehole at Ng'abclo
 

in Kiteto District were unsuccessful. However, the data
 

obtained, when used in conjuction with a water-level map
 

that I had just prepared enabled me to site the fourth
 

borehole in which water was struck.
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A map shcwincj water-level ccnours in Kitetc
 

District enables dcpth to water to be estimated prior
 

to dr:.lling. Using it one can pick sites where water
 

may be obtained and eliminate those whure water may
 

be tcc deep fcr drilling.
 


